MAR40116 Certificate IV in Maritime Operations (Chief Integrated Rating)

Modification History
Release 1. New qualification.

Qualification Description
This qualification is suitable for people working in the maritime industry in charge of the Integrated Ratings on a ship, who are responsible for implementing the planned maintenance system and maintaining relevant stores.

This qualification meets the competency requirements of a Chief Integrated Rating as described in Marine Orders 70 and 73 (2014) under the Australian Navigation Act 2012 administered by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA).

Other requirements include sea-service, a declaration of medical fitness and completion of a task record book. People seeking AMSA certification should check the requirements with AMSA.

Entry Requirements
There are no entry requirements for this qualification.

Packaging Rules
Total number of units = 27
27 core units

Core units
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
MARB016 Contribute to routine engine maintenance on a vessel
MARB017 Perform routine maintenance and repairs on a vessel
MARB018 Implement vessel planned maintenance
system

MARB019 Manage stores for planned maintenance system

MARC027 Contribute to the operation of engine equipment and associated propulsion plant

MARC028 Operate deck machinery, cargo handling gear and equipment on a vessel

MARC029 Perform rigging on board a vessel

MARC030 Use and care for hand and power tools

MARC032 Perform dogging on board a vessel

MARF003 Follow vessel security procedures

MARF006 Observe personal safety and social responsibility

MARF007 Operate survival craft and other lifesaving appliances

MARF008 Prevent and fight fires on board a vessel

MARF009 Survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment

MARF011 Manage firefighting and fire prevention activities on board a vessel

MARF018 Assist in an emergency response

MARF019 Operate emergency equipment and apply emergency procedures

MARG005 Supervise a crew

MARJ001 Follow environmental work practices

MARK005 Steer a vessel under direction of the Master

MARN007 Use seamanship skills on board a vessel

MARO005 Contribute to monitoring and controlling a safe engine watch
MARO006  Contribute to monitoring and controlling a safe navigational watch
MSAPMPER200C  Work in accordance with an issued permit
MSAPMPER205C  Enter confined space
TAEASS402B  Assess competence

Qualification Mapping Information
This qualification replaces but is not equivalent to MAR40113 Certificate IV in Maritime Operations (Chief Integrated Rating).
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